
Job description of QC Editor 
 
 
SCOPE OF WORK 

1. Quality check of assigned books/journals as per SAGE’s quality standards with minimum 
intervention from your managers. 

2. Troubleshoot and display ability to deal with fast tracks/difficult manuscripts, with maturity and 
calmness. 

 
ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

Scope of work includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

1. Ensure a minimum QC of 100-125 journal pages in a day/350-400 book pages a week 
2. Tasks include: 

a. QC/audit as per defined parameters and agreed percentage 
b. Creation and submission of a weekly report (journals)/project summary within 24 hours 

of completing a project (books) 
3. Provide timely feedback to Supervisor on quality and timeliness 
4. Update/maintain your daily productivity report and share with Supervisor as per agreed 

timelines thus keeping your manager updated on all projects 
5. Ensuring any delays, project or quality related, are escalated to your Supervisor immediately 
6. Preempt or alert any delays as much in advance as possible 
7. Assist Supervisor in documenting and providing feedback to CEs 

 

File management: 

Follow SAGE guidelines on storing official data and maintain confidentiality of information handled. 

Communication: 

1. Communicate in a professional and personable manner with SAGE internal and external 
clients on any issues. Maintain utmost transparency about your work and any issues related at 
all times. 

2. Respond to any email inquiries within 24 hours of receipt, and respond in a clear, articulate, 
and organized manner.  

 
OTHERS: 

 

This includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

1. Assist the Manager and/or SAGE staff with any projects or initiatives, as requested. 

2. Contribute ideas, give, and receive feedback in a productive way. 

3. Participate in projects, committees, or task forces as assigned by the Manager 

4. Participate in VC/audio calls along with your manager (in Delhi) and record the minutes as 
required 

5. Report in a timely manner anything that could affect work/work environment – work or 
interpersonal issues (personality, communication, attitude etc.) in the team. 

 


